Zebras are interesting! They look like horses. Unlike horses, they have black and white stripes. Zebras eat grass. We are at the zoo to look at the zebras and other animals. Then, we see the pandas. They are also black and white. They eat grass too. But the pandas look like bears, not horses. At the zoo, we see monkeys. Monkeys are brown, and they hang from trees. They eat bananas. I'm like a monkey. I like to eat bananas and hang off trees too! But I don't have brown fur or a tail like monkeys do!
At the Zoo

Answer the questions below from the passage.

1. What animal does a zebra look like?

2. What animal has the same colors as a zebra?

3. What do zebras like to eat?

4. How are pandas and zebras different?

5. What makes us different from monkeys?

6. TRUE OR FALSE: Monkeys are black and white.